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President’s Piece

Helen Copley

Firstly, I’d like to say how much I’ve enjoyed being Foy President!  The role
has enabled me to learn more about myself and about others. Specifically,
I’ve gained not just more firsthand experience of what I described in my
first President’s Piece as the ‘Foy Goodness’, i.e. our communicating
ideas together for the purpose of creating a ‘better world’.  Moreover, with
just a little more knowledge, confidence  and experience  now hopefully to
suggest, and quite rightly choose at our conferences to discuss, grapple
and fathom out answers to huge  socio-economic global problems,  then
perhaps we should try to channel and streamline any solutions we find, into
a range of some practical and do-able actions?

Hello good evening and welcome to the not quite but nearly Spring Edition
of Foy News 2016, the only publication wherein my mug shot appears on
the ‘page 3’ slot!   Alas, how quickly our time in the spotlight fades and
mine is up in May, when my two year term of office as Foy President will
be completed. Please see the next edition of Foy News 2016 for the new
President’s ‘page 3’ picture pinup.... unless of course John H our trusty
editor chooses no longer to be trusted!

So to steal a metaphor, often used by my Foy friend and right-hand
man, colleague Richard V, what to say now in my final ‘ramblings’?
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Then individually or perhaps together, but within our own skills sets and
recognising the same problems, we don’t always think alike nor equally all
as passionately.  We might therefore, all of us, feel more empowered to fulfil
the fruits of at least some, if not all, of our labours. It’s a process, whereby
admittedly we might find ourselves far away from the enormity of the original
problem.  If, as a result, Foy actually came up with some ideas could we put
these to the test?

I have to add at this point that, at the first sight of any work or changes
needed, I’d likely be the one most eager to run a mile, or perhaps be the
one on the first bus for home. Neither have I really any idea how to go about
achieving this, nor in fact, if any of my suggestions are at all plausible.
However I do feel if we want to make our world better we have to become
SMARTer at what we do.

So finally and to finish:  as a relatively new Unitarian, and a newer still Foy
member,  I was a little worried at first how this might affect my capabilities
in taking on the Foy President’s role. However, I’ve mostly found this only
to be a good thing.  I have enjoyed working with, and feel humbled to know
and witness, such a caring and capable Foy Council.  I would urge anyone,
who has never thought about doing so before, to come forward for nomina-
tion as the next Foy President. I wish my successor all the very best!
Would I have done anything differently during my time as Foy President?
Yes, I could have been more proactive in telling lots people about the
Foy GOODNESS!

Looking forward to seeing you all at Foy Conference 2016!
Apart from ads in this publication, look on Facebook
and check out the Foy Society web site.
(Booking Form is on the website “Downloads” page).
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Foy Conference, 2016   29th April - 2nd May

Grief and Bereavement
A supportive Space
Time for Reflection
Challenging Conversations
Open to non-members of Foy

Venue:
Nightingale Centre

Conference Sec:
Joan Partington
01228 670 565
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Editor’s Note:
On many occasions, my love of India, and its vast array of religious manifestations,
emerges when I am in discussion with friends. The big influence on my appreciation
of this wealth of spirituality was meeting and getting to know the Rev Annie
Margaret Barr in 1968.  I often speak of this wonderful lady, Unitarian Minister,
Gandhian, but most of all Educator.  I am often heard to praise her educational
methods and to state that many of her pupils have gone on to become very able
teachers throughout the Indian State of Meghalaya.  The following article was
recently sent by one of these ex-Margaret Barr students, now a mature research
student who, for many years, has been a Professor at the North East India Hills
University.  Khlur Mukhim was born in a simple village community, of humble
parents who admired and supported the work of Kong Barr.  His mother became
the first village midwife, working alongside Kong Barr.  His father drove Margaret
around in her Jeep and was devoted to her and her way of “Walking the Talk”..

Khlur Mukhim wrote:
I have been on leave from college for over two years now to concentrate on
my research in cave biology (that would possibly lead to a PhD degree). My
field is both rare and interesting.  Studying biology in caves is also intriguing
where you directly see God's Work first hand.   Most people in the world
"see" only the so-called "God's Word" and are obsessed with it.  However,
few people like me are touched by God's Work - so awesome and soooooo
wonderful.

I refer to the formations inside caves and the adaptation of troglobitic
animals to survive in an unusual environment where there is no light for
thousands/millions of years [hence, no green plants (or primary production
to start up the usually big food chain/web)].  Caves are generally cold and
gloomy, especially for first timers.

Legacy of a Unitarian Devotee

S. Papulifera
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The rare cave fish (S. Papulifera) I collected last year.  It has two tiny eye
spots that are like vestigeal organs, what biologists regard as organs that
have degenerated due to disuse.  Something similar to our human intestinal
appendix.  For over a year now, this fish has grown much older in my home
(still kept in darkness).   Its eye spots are not there any more!   This is
evolution at work.... development of an individual (ontogeny) is a condensed
history of the species (phylogeny).

Please google what the present Pope Francis said last October 2014,
something like "The Big Bang and Evolution are real" and within God's plan.
I also respect the previous Pope John Paul, who in Oct 1992 made a
posthumous apology to Galileo and Copernicus for their helio-centric view
of our solar system; He said the Church was wrong whereas those
scientists were right!

Personally, I think it is humanly impossible to know all divine truths about so
many things in the universe but evolution for me is closer to the real truth, if
not the whole truth.  We have so much evidence to support this, that many
students like me cannot put the right words into our explanation but the
experience is overwhelming.  For geneticists, it's easier to understand the
interconnectedness of all life forms from microbes to humans, as we all
share the same chemical genetic materials (DNA/RNA). We still have genes
for tail formation except that in humans these genes are generally shut
down   (few babies are born with tails!!!).   If somehow they are activated
again, we will surely have tails again!

My recovery is picking up so well.  Grateful to the divine and all concerned
who have helped me a lot.

(Ed: Whist caving for his research last year, Khlur had an almost fatal fall which
resulted in a blood clot and subsequent brain surgery which saved his life.  He is a
lucky man and is slowly recovering.  He hopes to continue shortly with his spiritual
quest, again exploring the wealth of fascinating and rare subteranium species.)

Mahatma:  Sanskrit for “Great Soul”.  Christian equivalent: Saint

Kong:  Literally - Big Sister, respectful Khasi way of addressing a woman

Khublei:  Literally - God Bless in Khasi, used as a greeting but also in gratitude

Khublei - Khlur
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(Though not strictly a Foy activity, the first of the Winter Walking Weekends at
Great Hucklow is traditionally overwhelmed by members of Foy.  It is always good
to hear from a newcomer and Shirley kindly agreed to give us her impressions. Ed.)

This was my first visit to the Nightingale Centre, so I was especially
delighted to be met by friendly faces welcoming us on arrival, which
immediately pleased me. The rain outside didn’t dampen the spirits or
expectations of the group for an uplifting weekend. This was evident by the
noise levels in the dining area. Most had gathered by supper time and we
were dished up generous helpings of hearty food. There was a buzz of
friendly banter as old friends were re-united by the common interest of
walking in the dales.

A “well oiled” wheel began to turn as Dave, briefed us on plans for the
weekend. I soon learnt that many guests come back year after year and
booking a year ahead to ensure a place for next year is essential. The
Centre is large enough to find a little bit of quiet space if needed, but not too
large to feel overwhelming or impersonal. The day ended by a quick visit to
the Queen Anne pub in the village, small but with plenty of character.

Saturday morning started with heavy mist and no visibility but by the time
we had downed a cooked breakfast, it had cleared. Dave was leading the

Winter Walking with Shirley Needham
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shorter walk to Foolow and along the Hucklow Edge approximately 8 miles,
whilst  Robert Roper agreed to lead a longer 10 mile walk, starting from
Bakewell and along to Monsal Head. After collecting our packed lunch,
provided by the centre, we set off, all prepared for wet weather as the skies
continued to look doubtful.

Walking is good for mental well-being and is a great leveller. The walk
passed an old mine, and followed on roads, across fields and pathways.
We managed to stop for lunch in a field, perched on earth mounds, taking
in the views, including the sheep as always. We arrived back mid afternoon,
invigorated. Plenty of time to chill out with a cup of tea from the non-stop
drinks machine at the centre.

The longer walk made it back after us, but caught a bit of rain at the end.
After evening meal, we sat in the lounge for the quiz organised by Dave. It
was pages of pictures to torment our brains. Landmarks in Scotland were
too difficult for most of us! Good fun though.

After another great cooked breakfast, Dave briefed everyone about the
options on either a short two hour walk he was leading or the alternative of
church service at the chapel. The weekend was concluding with Sunday
lunch, however my first trip to the centre was drawing to a close as our 4hr
drive home beckoned. I had shared some lovely conversations with new
faces and I hope all went home re-vitalised as I was from this positive
experience.

     Thanks to all concerned.
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You may recall that, in my last Ramblings piece, I ruminated on the differing
prices, charged in tea shops for various flavours of tea, which bear little
relation to the material cost prices.  I’m pleased to say that I have found a
little café, a twenty five minutes walk from home, where it doesn’t matter
what flavour of tea you choose, the price is the same.  A recent visit to a
branch of Café Nero revealed the same!

Lynne and I are fond of tea shops and small cafes, particularly where there
is some atmosphere as well.  Several of our local walks are planned so that
a stop at one punctuates the outing.  These watering holes provide an
opportunity for a natter, but often we read.  I have found the opportunity to
read more books to be one of the benefits of retirement.  I find it an excellent
way of relaxing and my choice of reading varies widely, often depending on
how my mood takes me!

A previous occasion when I found myself with more reading time was during
the ten years I spent commuting on the London Underground. The morning
journey was spent reading the paper, whereas the evening return was the
opportunity to unwind.   I can recall working my way through Winston
Graham’s Poldark series, the naval exploits in Alexander Kent’s novels and
Dick Francis’ crime fiction, to mention a sample.  Only on one occasion did
I become so engrossed in a book that I lost track of time and missed the fact
that I was due to change trains at Harrow-on-the-Hill.  It was only when my
sub conscious noticed that there was a lack of clattering over point work,
which would have heralded the train’s approach to Rayners Lane, did I

Idle thoughts
of a not so idle fellow

        Richard Varley
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observe that I was instead entering Pinner station on a Watford train, having
failed to make the change to one heading towards Uxbridge!

It could be perceived as strange that, having little interest in horse racing, I
should be attracted to Dick Francis’ novels.  They can be described as a
‘good read’ and invariably, as the plot thickens, they become increasingly
difficult to put down.  He had a steady annual output from 1962, and in the
latter years before his death, he wrote in collaboration with his son Felix
from 2007, with Felix continuing on his own in 2011.  It is interesting to note
that they have gradually increased in size with ‘Dead Cert’ in 1962 totalling
238 pages, whereas the latest book ‘Damage’ totals a grand 437 pages,
partly resulting from the use of bigger print.  Irritatingly, the physical size of
paperbacks has increased, meaning that a series changes size part way
through: thank goodness for adjustable shelving!  When I read detective
novels, I switch amongst a selection of authors with Mark Billingham,
Stephen Done, Peter Robinson and Edward Marston currently in the frame.
They cover quite differing time periods, being set in recent times, 1980/90s,
late 40s/early 50s and the 1850s respectively. What will not be surprising to
those who know me, is that two have a railway setting!

Mark Billingham’s DI Thorne escapes his gritty London environment to a
divorcee flat with his can of beer and takeaway meal.  By contrast, Peter
Robinson’s DCI Alan Banks, portrayed by Stephen Tompkinson in the ITV
series, has a seemingly contented family life but has chosen to escape the
materialism of London for a more rural setting of the fictional town of
Eastvale, in Yorkshire north of Ripon.  The other two authors are either
based on a railway, in the case of Stephen Done, or railways feature in the
setting for Edward Marston.   Done’s Inspector Vignoles is based in a
fictional Railway Police Detective section set in and around  Leicester
Central station on what was the former Great Central Railway.  His creation
of atmosphere is excellent: you feel the icy cold and gloom of winter, the
dark and smoky austerity of post war railway settings.  Those who do not
have an interest in railways are still captivated by the story lines.

Edward Marston’s Detective Inspector Robert Colbeck comes from a
dramatically different period, some hundred years earlier: an era when his
title tended to be contracted to ‘Inspector’ rather than ‘DI’.  It was an era
when hanging was commonplace for serious crimes, rapid pursuit involved
a horse and cart, and rail travel was a widely used mode of transport, when
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third class rail passengers often travelled in open carriages!  What I find
fascinating is to read a similar subject written in widely varying time periods;
to see the differing ways in which everyday life was conducted and, how
crime investigation was carried out in the different eras.

I tend to swing between different types of book and topic, rarely reading two
on the same subject in succession.  I will switch between crime writers and
intersperse with non fiction, maybe in the form of a biography, or something
weightier.   I recently came across Tessa Hainsworth’s account of her
escaping the London rat-race for life as a post woman in an idyllic Cornish
seaside village: three books in the series – two down, one to go…sometime!
I have done an excursion of those who have written about settling overseas,
Carol Drinkwater, Annie Hawes, George East, Peter Mayle and Michael
Wright, to name but five.   There are plenty more in the various series that
I am mid way through and plenty more authors waiting on the shelves.  It
won’t be long before the next annual Felix Francis novel appears! However,
I have plucked Simon Elves’ ‘And Now on Radio 4’, described as a
celebration of Radio 4, off the shelf.

Being one who enjoys browsing in bookshops, I sometimes have a slightly
guilty feeling about the recent advent of the electronic book.  On balance, I
read more as hard copies but my Kindle certainly has its advantages.
When, travelling on holiday by road, rail or air, the e-reader comes into its
own: you can take a library with you and it slips easily into a pocket or bag.
As with any technological advance, there is an argument for maintaining a
sense of balance: embrace the new without forsaking what was there
before.

I received a letter from my bank recently, saying that I hadn’t used a
particular savings account for at least five years. To protect my balance
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from possible fraudulent use, they had marked the account as dormant and
that in two months time I wouldn’t be able to make any transactions. The
account would then cease to be visible via on line banking.  The good news
was that they would continue to pay interest on the balance and advised as
to how I could access it.  I decided to close the account and transfer the
balance to my current account.  Oh yes, the sum involved was……..one
penny – glad to know they were keeping it safe!

One of the curses of the modern age is the requirement to create
passwords, followed by the challenge of remembering them!  Recently, our
local primary care centre offered the facility to access certain services
online, including the ability to request repeat prescription items, arranging
appointments, etc.  Once you had gone through an authentication process,
you were provided with a unique ten digit reference number and asked to
create a password, meeting certain criteria.  You were requested to
memorise the ten digit reference number, along with your password, and
then destroy the piece of paper with the reference number on it.  All right,
you know what I’m going to say next: just what proportion of the population
is capable of remembering a ten digit number?  I know people who have
trouble remembering their car registration number, with a mixture of alpha
and numeric characters, which should be easier!   I have found a way, but
I’m not going to reveal how to anyone!!

This subject reminds me of an article I saw on the BBC website, listing the
twenty five most popular passwords in 2015.  It probably will not be much
of a surprise to learn that the most popular password was ‘123456’, followed
by ‘password’.  Close behind was ‘qwerty’, the more energetic version
‘qwertyuiop’ came twenty second.  I have to say I had to raise a smile at the
nineteenth in the list: ‘letmein’!  The article did offer an interesting
suggestion as to how to create strong passwords.  Take a song which is a
favourite and sing, say, the first line to your self and use the initial letters as
a password.  For example, take the folk song ‘Blowin’ in the Wind’, the first
line of which is “How many roads must a man walk down” which would
create the password ‘HMRMAMWD’.  Why did I choose that song you may
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ask? I just happened to be listening to a Bob Dylan CD as I composed this
piece!  If you have, or for the purposes of additional security, to include
numerals, then you could for example, as a matter of habit, replace G with
6, which bears a resemblance.  It is certainly a novel way of creating
passwords.  All you have to remember is to sing the line to yourself in your
head, if using the password in public!  You could always use a line from a
favourite hymn if you felt so inclined!

Recently, I was travelling past a nearby school playing field when my
attention was drawn towards a very large flock of gulls that had settled
there.  Curious, I thought, bearing in mind that Northampton is one of the
places in the country furthest from the sea.  I sought an ornithological
opinion from our President.  She took the view that they were likely to have
been attracted by the rich pickings of food on rubbish tips and more
discarded food in our towns and cities from people eating 'on the go'  from
takeaways.  Fair comment, but there must be an awful lot of opportunities
for them nearer their normal seaside habitat, or is there something
particularly attractive about the area?........

Opposite: Hard hats for entering the caves at Cresswell Crags (BIRF 2015)
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Briefly BIRF

Monday 19 - Friday 23 September 2016.
From hard hats and miners’ lamps to ..?

BIRFers are an adventurous lot for ‘Oldies’.  Last June on a trip to Creswell
Crags, the most northern place in Europe with evidence of Ice Age
habitation, we donned hard hats with miners’ lamps on top (be careful with
the switch, as full beam will dazzle anyone opposite) to explore two caves
(see picture opposite). Well, this year’s get-together may not have such an
exciting outing but there will be another fiendishly difficult jigsaw puzzle to
tackle and no doubt some noisy games of ‘Bananagrams’ and maybe
‘Jenga’ to keep our ‘little grey cells’ active and our fingers agile.

What now seems to have become an informal annual get-together has
attracted 23 bookings to date, most people coming for the full time.
Everyone expressed interest so I have booked a day trip to Renishaw Hall
and Gardens (home of the Sitwell family for nearly 400 years) with a guided
tour of the house and transport provided by Andrews Coaches, for
Wednesday 21 September. Otherwise we will, as in previous years, take
local excursions in small groups as we feel inclined, enjoy each other’s
company - and some of us may even cycle or walk the Monsal Trail.

There will also be two non-BIRF visitors at The Nightingale Centre that
week, but I have warned them about us and they seem to feel they can still
enjoy themselves. In fact they are ‘entertainers’ so we may even get an
evening of song and dance! Any former IRFer or ‘Oldie’ who has yet to book
in for what is bound to be the best week of the year, please get in touch with
me straight away and I will provide details.

vawalker55@gmail.com
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On several occasions in the past, the Foy Society has been asked by
different groups of individuals, within the Unitarian General Assembly,
to help them table motions with which we are generally in sympathy.
This does not mean that we are necessarily in total agreement with the
wording of a motion but that enough of us wish to see the matter
discussed by the Assembly for us to support a motion being tabled.

Such a request was recently sent to our Secretary by the
Penal Affairs Panel and Foy Council have agreed to support
the tabling of a motion, worded as follows:

This General Assembly of Unitarian and Free Christian Churches, mindful
of the danger posed internationally by violent extremism, and cognisant of
the revelations of Edward Snowden about covert surveillance by the
security services:

1) Welcomes, in principle, the Government’s intention to establish a
statutory framework to oversee and monitor the work of the security
services.

2) Considers that the Government’s Investigatory Powers Bill, as
presently drafted, fails to provide adequate safeguards to protect the
privacy of law abiding citizens.

3) Urges the Government to amend the Bill to incorporate the
eight point plan proposed by Liberty (National Council for Civil
Liberties), as follows:
d) All surveillance requests should be authorised by a judge.

e) Personal data should be respected - no new blanket
 powers forcing communications companies to store more
 of our data.

f) Targeted not mass surveillance.

g) Transparency and Redress - improved redress and
 increased transparency for those who have been under
 unlawful surveillance or are no longer under suspicion.

Motion for 2016 GA Meetings
                      to be submitted by the Foy Society
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h) Consideration should be given to making intercepted
 communications admissible in criminal trials on a case by
 case basis, with appropriate safeguards for all parties.

i) Fair and open international data sharing laws - the arrangements
 for intelligence sharing of surveillance data between the UK and
 other countries should be set out in law and available to the public.

j) Safeguard our country’s security by protecting - not undermining -
 encryption standards.

k) Recognition of the unique threat hacking poses to our security.

Proposer: David Warhurst
Seconder: Tim Baker

(It is possible that the wording could be changed slightly, as Foy News goes
to press ahead of the deadline for submission of the motions.  The Steering
group have suggested some minor changes but David Warhurst is
concerned that some of these alter the meaning of the motion.  The actual
wording is currently being discussed but it seems unlikely that any
substantial changes will be made - Ed).

It is likely that some background papers (also available from our General
Secretary) will have been sent to you with this edition of Foy News.
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Bereavement is both intensely personal and a shared, social experience. At
this year’s Foy Conference, Tim Baker and John Rowland will lead us in
exploring the subject: what can happen, what resources we can draw on,
our personal histories and the many different ways in which we respond to
death.  We will look at different types of grief, whilst learning how
bereavement affects us in different ways.

The two confirmed speakers will be Liz Thomas of Cruse Mansfield ("Cruse
Bereavement Care” is the leading national charity for bereaved people in
England, Wales and Northern Ireland.) and Jackie Lymn Rose of A.W.Lymn
(a Notts-based family undertaker).  We are hoping to to confirm a third
speaker, a Unitarian minister, but the search was still under way at the time
of going to press.

Tim Baker has been busy.  He writes: “With a friend staying all bank holiday
weekend, preparing for a CRUSE training evening where I was the lead speaker,
revising for a professional proficiency test in Birmingham to achieve BACP
Registered Status, dealing with the admin for over 20 interested potential tenants
for a room in my property (who needs estate agents when you have retired
ministers at your service eh?) as well as important contemporary political
commitments, meetings, demos, planning for the visit of a certain Natalie Bennett
to my now Home City of Nottingham, oh and trying to arrange a benefit gig to raise
funds for the recent refugee crisis which I’m sure you’re all familiar with now, after
all the biased media coverage. Think that about covers everything…..

So in light of all that, time to sit down and write this properly and thoroughly as I had
hoped, never really surfaced.  I felt, following my discussions with my co-organiser
John Rowland, that his article in the last Foy News captured brilliantly the essence
of what the theme for the next conference will be.  I think he got you all warmed up
and intrigued.

I will now attempt to summarise and expand on what John has so beautifully
written. Here is my own perspective and objectives for our next conference.  As we
both agreed, when we first started talking about themes, we don’t do ‘bereavement
and grief’ very well in this country and culture and the ingrained ‘stiff upper

Our next conference
Leaders - John Rowland and Tim Baker
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lippedness’ comes to the surface on many an occasion when the sheer shocking
reality of death comes to call, as it inevitably does at some point in our lives.

Our world seems to both stop and keep going at the same time, and those around
us, whether close or not, can often seem oblivious to our plight and how to respond,
assist, or comfort us in a befitting and appropriate manner. This can lead to; in
many instances, an ‘either/or’ pre-conceived dynamic of: Being overly assertive
and telling the bereaved how to feel, think, act etc. or stepping back and saying and
doing nothing, in the fear of ‘getting it wrong’ and potentially stigmatising at a time
of one huge (if not the biggest) trauma of our lives, right in our hour of need.

So that’s where people like me come into play. Death and Bereavement is both an
expansive experience and individual experience, and due to these two duel
processes cannot be easily defined into a nice neat package for all to consume and
use with great ease and comfort.

If your pre-existing hope is for another skills-based conference on ‘How to grieve
and bereave properly’ I am afraid I must disappoint you, but what we can do instead
falls neatly into what the Unitarian movement does best, listen, share, reflect,
discuss, debate and experience a specific topic together. I have come to realise, in
the last few years of my experience of bereavement, that I am in now in a privileged
position, having had a few personal experiences of death and working with
bereavement on a regular weekly basis.

My own hope for our conference is that those who attend can come away with a
better understanding of the practical, ethical, legal, emotional, mental, existential,
as well as the more humorous, elements of death. I, John, and our guest speakers,
working in our different fields, can provide insight and stimulus to open up what is
often seen as a ‘taboo and emotive’ subject, never approached without the greatest
of trepidation. I’m of the great belief it doesn’t have to remain this way and, in the
right and safe structure and context, we can approach bereavement in such a way
that we can get to the real heart of the subject and be better off for our learning.

I don’t want to spoil the authenticity of the “conference experience” by saying too
much.  I hope reading this has peaked your interest sufficiently that you will come
and join us for a somewhat serious, somewhat fun and somewhat epiphany-
triggering experience.”

I welcome you all, and look forward to seeing you there. Please spread the word
and invite your friends. I leave you with a quote from the Greek philosopher Socrates.

“The hour of departure has arrived and we go our ways; I to die, and you to live.
Which is better? Only God knows.”

Tim (the Cap) Baker
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News of
Members
Hazel Warhurst
our Membership Secretary

Congratulations
Emily and Mark Deakin on the surprise
early arrival of George Benedict. He
was born on December 29th 2015, the
day before Mark’s birthday, weighing
7lbs 7oz, and is the seventh grandchild
for Dot and John.  The sad loss of older
baby brother Archie makes George’s
birth even more special for this very
special couple.

Alan and Denise Laver on the safe
arrival of their first grandchild, William
Marshall Riley. He was born early in the
morning of 15th January 2016, weighing
8lbs 9oz. He is a welcome first baby for
Kate and husband Jonathan Riley (Jon).
Kate had to have emergency surgery for
a uterine inversion following the birth but
is making a good recovery. William is
thriving.
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We are extremely sad to share the news of the death of David Skelton on
17th January. A long standing member with his wife Colleen, David was
diagnosed with a fast growing brain tumour last year and despite surgery,
the tumour grew back aggressively. We send our sympathy and loving
thoughts to Colleen, daughter Rachel and other family members.

We send our sincere condolences to Mike Cassidy in Ottawa, following the
loss of his wife Maureen on October 26th, after 54 years of marriage,
having suffered a severe stroke. Mike was the first editor of GA Zette, which
has been a Foy project at General Assembly Meetings ever since Foy took
it over from the '62 Group in 1965.

Annette Percy is moving back near to her home town of Altrincham after
fifty years in London. She has lots of relatives there and has found the ideal
property – a two bed-roomed ground floor flat in the village of Timperley.
We wish her lots of happiness in her new residence, not far from her original
Unitarian congregation.

Valerie Walker suffered an unexpected flood in her house on the 5th of
December, the same day as her daughter, Abi's wedding. She arrived home
to discover water pouring through the hall ceiling, the kitchen ceiling already
down, and water and debris everywhere. The fitted carpet was soaking and
the water was seeping up into the furniture. Valerie was finally back home
on 16th January, living under difficult conditions in the bedrooms until
remedial work is complete, which will not be for some time yet. Valerie has
lost some treasured possessions but is luckier than many flood victims in
Cumbria and York for being able to return to her house relatively quickly.
She is grateful for the kind messages and all the support she has received
from friends and family.

Pat and Geoff Kent, in Atlanta, have sent news that grandparent activities
take up a lot of their time.  They still found energy and opportunity to work
on their cars last year and take part in the MG "T" Rally with Geoff's AC,
looking a splendid couple dressed appropriately for the Peace, Love, MG
theme from 1969.  (See editors piece - page 24)

SAD NEWS:
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Foy member, Martin Slatford sends greetings to friends who have been
enquiring after his health. He has been coping with treatment for Prostate
Gland cancer for a couple of years now and says the three monthly
injections are "no joke." Despite having difficulty in walking, he sounds as
cheerful as ever.

to all Foy Members who are having mobility and other problems. Facing
joint replacements can seem daunting, but many say theirs have given them
freedom from pain and a new lease of life.

hazndaz@warhurstfamily.co.uk

Commiserations

Congratulations
Dot Hewerdine has
been nominated to
succeed Rev John
Clifford as National
President of the
Unitarian General
Assembly. I'm sure all
Foy Members will
agree it is a well
deserved honour and
we know she will do a
superb job. Dot is one
of an impressive list of
Foy Members who
have taken on this role
in recent years.

Shrove Tuesday and Dot demonstrates her multi-tasking skills

£7.50 for individuals and £10 per couple
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Born in Croydon in 1939, David came from a large close knit family, to whom
he was always devoted. Certainly the happiest event of his life occurred in
1960. He married Colleen, his childhood sweetheart, and their long and
happy marriage was to last for over 55 years. Without a doubt, Colleen was
David’s rock and there was yet more joy in the birth of their children:
Deborah, Rachel, Daniel, Ben and Naomi.

From the time he started a youth club at Croydon Unitarian Church in 1954,
David was an active Unitarian. He was drawn in his teens to the Unitarian
ministry and his time at UCM was particularly happy. He served our
Unitarian cause in many capacities during his long ministry of over half a
century. Starting in Rotherham, he went on to become minister of Dover,
where he led a service of worship from his church in 1967, which was
broadcast on the BBC Home Service.

Returning some years after a period in secular employment, David had
happy and popular ministries in Devon. Hastings, Northiam and Tenterden.
In 2004 he retired from the active ministry.

Sadly it was 2011 that David started his battle with cancer. His illness was
bravely borne and it was a cause of concern to his family that after a period
in remission, the cancer returned and a brain tumour was confirmed.
Despite a long and active life, he at last succumbed and passed peacefully
early this year.

But for David death was not the end.  As a firm believer in an afterlife and a
committed member of the Unitarian Society for Psychic Studies, he
considered death a mere stage in the onward journey of the human soul,
about whose continued existence he had no  doubts. He was much loved
and will be sadly missed by all who knew him.

Rev. David Skelton
(1939-2016)

by Rev Feargus O’Connor

David as a young man
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Pat and Geoff Kent both love to re-visit the UK from time to time and rumour
has it that they might be with us again for our next Foy Conference. Geoff
has been living in the US for most of his life and now has a noticeable
Atlanta accent, though over there they think it’s an English one!  When
Geoff met Pat they became kindrid-spirits with a common interest in Vintage
motor cars.  Pat acquired a frog-eyed sprite while Geoff still owns his faithful
AC which he had run in the UK and exported to the States many years ago.

They have both had lots of family activities in 2015, firstly with Pat’s newly
qualified daughter, Biz, and her siblings and then with Geoff’s daughter
Mara and family where there was a new studio in construction for Geoff to
get involved with.  They also spent time with nautically inclined friends who
all seem to have almost-completed boats which they have crafted
themselves.  Geoff has always enjoyed working in wood and some of his
beautifully crafted work puts our scroll-saw efforts rather in the shade.

A large part of their summer was spent polishing cars, though Pat’s pride
and joy was less in the news due to some minor problems with the AC.  I
say minor problems but just keeping a 1930s car on the road can be a time
consuming occupation.  However, what to most of us sound like major
calamities seem like normal servicing routines with an old AC.

Old-timer still earns its keep
…and I don’t mean Geoff, by The Editor
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2015 started with sickness bugs for both for them and the AC had blown a
head gasket in sympathy.  Parts were obtained from England and they
proceeded to strip and rebuilt the engine.  Then, painting , polishing, even
the inside of the sump gleamed.  The hood was tatty, having been chewed
by rats, so some black waterproof fabric was glued to velvet and the sewing
machine whirred.  After no small amount of effort a new hood appeared.

The local MG club has adopted Pat and Geoff as orphans.  They are the
nearest relatives for owners of rare vintage cars and most of the members
are MG enthusiasts.  They held an Autumn weekend in Macon “Peace,
Love and MG” was their 1969 theme.  Pat supplemented her already
extensive wardrobe with a fine 60s coat for which she made a silk skirt and
teamed it up with white boots (pictures of that in our next edition).

It was the AC’s shakedown trip and ran OK until the drive home, when the
camshaft seized.  It was two weeks to another vintage car event and they
thought that was it.  A few days later and Geoff had fixed the engine.

When they got to Hilton Head, they found the hotel inhabited by trailers and
shiny cars - they had entered the world of the elite.  The AC was the
scuffiest car there, but one of the few that got there under its own power…



Flagg
Welcome
Weekend



Run by the Foy Society
Open to All

Foy Conference 2016
29th April - 2nd May

Our next conference will be held at The Nightingale Centre

If you haven’t booked but would like to find out if there is still
availability contact Joan Partington, conference secretary.
Details on back or:

Bereavement

Joan Partington <partingtons@gmail.com>

How are you dealing with it?
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